SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 7 December 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, sunny, winds 3E(knots), temperature high 1C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin, Dar Gibson, Eddie Krula, Anatoly Mironov, Justin Burnett, Bob Zook

- Justin and Bob arrived and have started SKINI setup
- Scientists have arrived, we are helping with cargo
- James Roth departed McMurdo
- Discussing drill setup and strategy

Traverse: Day 11 of traverse to SALSA, Estimated arrival Dec 9th

Note: Lots of activity with the arrival of the scientists, and the remainder of the drill team. Trying to help the science teams as best we can. SKINI operations are in full swing. Drill team is finalizing strategy. All drill equipment is in the cargo system and ready for transport.

Report by: Graham Roberts